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the Final Examination on TATDOAPTIthe Final Examination on TATDOAPTI  
  

 

The test on Thursday (11/15/18) will be 50 multiple choice questions  

and result in a grade being added to the reading category of your grade book.  

 

 

 

In order to prepare, you should know all of the following: 

 

From pgs. 1-43 

- the events that occur after Rowdy and Junior walk over to the powwow grounds. 

- who Oscar is and what happens to him. 

- Rowdy and Juniors’ relationship and how it functions. 

- what Junior’s parents’ occupations would be if somebody had paid attention to their 

dreams. 

- how to describe Junior’s sister and what she is called. 

- what Junior finds in geometry class and what he does with it. 

- what Mr. P reveals to Junior about his sister and what Junior realizes as a result. 

- what Mr. P tells Junior to do at the end of “Hope Against Hope” and why.  

- what is “about the worst thing you can do to an Indian guy”. 

 

From pgs. 44-113 

- grandmother response after Junior tells her about the fight at school. 

- the events of “petrified wood day” in Mr. Dodge’s class. 

- what Rowdy gives Junior after he receives Junior’s cartoon and how Junior feels about 

it. 

- the events of Halloween and Penelope response. 

- how Penelope and Junior become “the hot item at Reardan”. 

- the difference between “Spokane Indian Rules of Fisticuffs” and “the weirdest fistfight of 

(Junior’s) life” on his seventh day at Reardan.  

- what happens to Junior’s sister after petrified wood day and how Junior feels about it. 

- how Penelope’s dad reacts to Junior dating his daughter and why. 

- how Junior’s relationship changes with Gordy after Junior feels inspired by his sister. 

- who Junior’s dad’s best friend is and how he helps Junior. 

- the correct labels for each box in Junior’s Dual Persona Drawing. 

 

 

 



 
From pgs. 114-158 

- the events of Junior’s basketball tryouts.  

- how Roger ends up helping Junior out after Winter Formal. 

- the lie Reardan kids/parents believe about the Spokanes and how Junior has to deal 

with it before Winter Formal. 

- how Junior interprets his Grandmother’s tolerance towards gay people and why. 

- what Junior’s grandmother’s last words were and why. 

- how Gordy and Rowdy are similar when giving Junior advice about Penelope and why. 

- how Junior starts bleeding during the basketball game and is able to play again 

afterward. 

- how other students react to Junior at Winter Formal and why. 

- what Junior’s dad gets Junior for Christmas and how Junior responds to it.  

- how Junior’s dad changes Junior’s mind about trying out for the basketball team. 

- what team Penelope is playing against when Junior is watching her. 

 

From pgs. 159-230 

- the interaction between Rowdy and Junior just after Mary’s wake.  

- why Miss Warren gets Junior out of his chemistry class and how she reacts to Junior. 

- what Junior does after the basketball game against Wellpinit and why. 

- Ted’s speech and the events after it. 

- ALL OF the myths about Turtle Lake and how it might have received its name.  

- what happened in Mrs. Jeremy’s class that makes Junior laugh afterward. 

- Rowdy and Junior’s dialogue in the basement before they decide to go swimming. 

- the dream/nightmare that Junior has after laughing the whole way home with his dad 

and why. 

- the interaction between Junior and the sports guy. 

- why Junior’s dad says, “It’s all love and death,” at the graveyard  with Junior and his 

parents and what it means. 

- what the biggest difference between Indians and white people according to Junior is. 

 

Other 

- what S.T.E.A.L. stands for and what it means. 

- what direct characterization is and means. 

- what indirect characterization is and means. 

 

 

You should study all 4 of your quizzes from the book, these specific sections in the book itself, 

and your notes from this unit.  

 

All of the answer keys for the 4 quizzes can be found on the weebly: 

englishwithkalma.weebly.com/tatdoapti1.html 


